EASY STEPS TO BETTER MANAGE PERMISSIONS REQUESTS

With technology driving so much change in recent years for publishers and content consumers alike, it’s important to periodically reevaluate your permissions strategy to be sure you are staying current. With that, here are 4 steps you can take to better manage permissions requests.

1. **Offer Instant Permissions through Automated Transactional Services**
   Automated transactional services make it easy for your customers to reuse your content based on your business rules. If it takes weeks to respond to permission requests, you risk losing both revenue and repeat licensees.

2. **Enroll Your Titles in Annual Copyright Licenses**
   Enrolling your titles in an Annual Copyright License will allow business employees as well as librarians, faculty and staff at academic institutions to reuse and distribute content from an extensive repertory of rights. Annual licenses eliminate the manual nature of one-off requests and help you extend your reach to organizations worldwide, encouraging reuse of your content and providing you with proper compensation.
Publishers outsource many services across the content lifecycle to reduce overhead. When you outsource permissions management, your customers can enjoy instant, web-based permissions tools that are available wherever your content resides — whether it be on your web site, in a mobile app, on a third-party platform or in an aggregated portal.

Now that your staff’s time has been freed up through automating permissions requests, you can focus more time on growing your business. We recommend analyzing permissions data to identify subscription upsell opportunities, to inform pricing decisions and to determine which titles are gaining the greatest traction in each channel.